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This text is a summary of two articles from Bergauf 3/18, the magazine of our parent organization ÖAV, by
its Vice President Helmut Ohnmacht, Chairman of the Huts and Paths Committee, and Peter Kapelari, in
charge of the ÖAV’s Department for Huts, Paths and Maps. The three leading alpine clubs east of
Switzerland, ÖAV, its German counterpart DAV and its equivalent AVS in Sűdtirol, northern Italy, co-operate
closely.
There have been huts in the Alps for over 200 years, erected by mountaineers wishing to reach the higher
peaks, and there have been shelters for much longer, as an aid to hunting and agriculture. All these were
created with local materials, so they blended perfectly into their surroundings. Catered huts have existed
since 1875, built by local alpine clubs prepared to invest much cash and idealism and - as to this day - run
by tenants.
As early as around 1900 criticism could be heard: serious mountaineers objected to simple shelters for
high-altitude climbers becoming comfortable mountain inns catering primarily for mountain walkers. In
1923 the DAV requested a rethink, back to simple huts offering simple services; new huts were only to be
built in places where they were really needed for difficult ascents. In 1977 the DAV decreed that the
development of the alpine area should be considered completed: no huts were to be built in new locations.
One year later the ÖAV agreed and the AVS in 1980.
The years since have been spent adapting the ÖAV’s huts to legal requirements, a very expensive business
which will occupy it and the hut-owning sections for many years yet. Without public financial support in
order to sustain the alpine infrastructure, the section volunteers would not be able to manage.

In recent years the physical state of a number of old huts has deteriorated so much that they had to be
demolished, with new buildings replacing them in the same locations. This has provided architectural
challenges: some new builds continue to blend in with their surroundings, while some modern structures
supply a deliberate contrast. Whatever they look like, they need to be simple, modest, functional - and
affordable.
Originally huts had also been a matter of prestige for the sections that built them, who also assumed
responsibility for the paths in the area. Many people join the Alpenverein because of the reduction of fees
and other benefits when visiting huts. In 1975 we owned 285; now we’re down to 232, a frightening figure,
particularly when we bear in mind that every hut is a focal point within the network of paths, which also
suffer if a hut is abandoned.
New roads and lifts mean that mountaineers can travel so high on them that many a peak can now be
climbed in one day. Tenants try to identify potential new customers, appealing to families, offering space
for conferences, as the destination for day walks from the valley. Nobody likes using the word, but it’s a
question of developing “products” - describing and signposting circular and trekking routes, and offering
bookable packages.
And the expectations of visitors have changed: big dormitories have had to be divided into smaller units to
grant a bit more privacy. Huts catering for conferences need luggage transport and showers: huge financial
costs but lower bed numbers, although higher bed prices can be charged.
Then there are the legal requirements: in order to comply with these, a hut, maintaining the same capacity
for beds and meals, would have to be at least 30% larger than 50 years ago with fire prevention, staff
working conditions, hygiene conditions and environmental protection. Thus the cost of running and
maintaining a hut have risen by around 40% in the last twenty years! The state subsidises some necessary
structural improvements: without this support, a lot more huts would already have had to close.
It’s not only a question of money: hand-in-hand with the legal demands we find increased responsibility.
The training required of hut wardens costs time and money: apart from being a competent caterer, a hut
landlord needs to be qualified in running a small water purifying plant, in controlling water supplies, fire
warden, first aid and hold several other certificates. What if something goes wrong and not all these were
in place? Thus the hut-owning sections find it increasingly hard to find suitable and motivated tenants,
who in turn despair because they cannot find willing staff: work is hard and the season is short. The
project “Sherpas in Huts” is marvellous in that respect: there’d be countless applicants but, unfortunately,
there are only very few permits for seasonal workers from non-EU countries.
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Thus it really is not easy to enthuse
and motivate those responsible for
huts at section-level. The best way
would be to encourage section
members, and people from the
locality around the huts, to identify
with the area, encouraging people
to visit huts and stay overnight.
The ÖAV offers wardens high
quality training courses, which also
convey to their participants that
they are backed by a professional
team. Particularly where major
building projects are concerned,

ÖAV Headquarters will offer support with professional project management, saving a great deal of money
and improving quality.
Following a petition in support of huts and paths, the Federal State of Austria increased the annual grant
which subsidised the thorough renovation of several huts and even supplied some replacement buildings.
Every penny was used, and seen to be used, to support local tourism and the environment. Alas, we have
to report that the new government is making cuts and will from 2019 reduce this support by a quarter!
Peter Kapelari sees the only hope in preventing further hut closures in professionalizing the marketing of
huts, even if this goes against the grain. If we don’t raise as much money ourselves, sections will continue
to be forced to part company with their huts. The three Alpenvereine mentioned at the outset will work
together to help in every conceivable way. Every hut is unique in its way, but even in the high mountains, if
you don’t go with the times …
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